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ABSTRACT 

 
CO2 sequestration is receiving attention presently because it is one way to 

minimize the climate impact of continued use of fossil fuels.  This thesis 

experimentally investigates how CO2, injected into fractures within gas shales, 

could be stored by diffusively exchanging with methane in the shale matrix.  

Experiments are carried out in a HeleShaw style apparatus.  The apparatus 

consists of an open square channel with dimensions of 1cm x 1cm x 100cm long 

that is connected to 19 of 5 cm wide and 100 cm long diffusion slit with 2mm 

aperture.  Gas passed into the channel diffuses into the slit, simulating diffusion 

into the shale matrix from the fractures into which CO2 is injected.  The apparatus 

was filled with methane and CO2 was then injected in the channel. The fraction of 

CO2 was determined from the difference between the moles of CO2 injected and 

emitted.  The effects of gravity were assessed by changing the orientation of the 

diffusion slit.  Slower flow rates result in higher sequestration because there is 

more time for CO2 to diffuse into the slit. Sequestration is increased if the slit is 

oriented such that CO2 can drain into the slit under gravity.  Because of the very 

low permeability of shale, gravity effects are not expected to be important in 

shales, but are important in our experiments.   Models of the sequestration 

reproduce the HeleShaw Cell gaseous diffusion experiments quite well when 

gravity is not a factor in the experiments.  These models allow translation of the 

laboratory results to field tests.   
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PREFACE 

In low permeability gas shale formations, gas (primarily methane) is naturally 

stored in the pores and fractures of the reservoir rock, as well as adsorbed within 

the organic material contained within the rock structure of the formation.  As 

carbon dioxide (CO2)is injected into a gas shale formation, the CO2 can displace 

the adsorbed methane. In addition to enhancing gas recovery (EGR), the CO2 can 

be permanently stored, or sequestered, in the pore space.  

The project of which this laboratory study is a part investigates how CO2 

injected into fractures within gas shales will diffusively exchange with methane 

in the matrix, and how measuring this diffusive intermixing might provide added 

information of how successfully the injected CO2 might be stored in the shale.   

This master’s thesis constitutes a report of analogue laboratory 

experiments which I carried out that were  designed to elucidate how CO2 will 

diffuse into air and into CH4 contained in the shale matrix when the CO2 is 

introduced into fractures in the shale.  The laboratory experiments are carried 

out in a meter-long Hele-Shaw cell at atmospheric temperature and pressure.   

The Hele-Shaw cell is constructed of acrylic glass that does not react with CO2 or 

methane.  We conducted the diffusion experiments at different injection rates 

and in different orientations of the apparatus in which the injected gas was either 

gravitationally stable or unstable.  The total fraction of CO2 sequestered in the 

shale was the measured parameter of principle interest.  The experiments are 



 

  xi 

interpreted by a simple model which allows the results to be translated to field 

experiments.  

 The experiments indicate that the methods proposed have the potential to 

give an early assessment of how successfully CO2 could be sequestered in gas 

shale formations. Areas that need further investigation are identified.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Fractures, both naturally occurring and induced, are a principal factor controlling 

the volume and rate of natural gas production from the shales, the amount of gas 

that can be permanently stored in gas shale formations, and the risk associated 

with that storage.   

 Shales are comprised of thin laminations of sediment with slightly 

different grain size and different proportions of carbonate, sand, clay, and organic 

carbon.  The shales are faulted and jointed both on a large (meters to tens of 

meters) and small (single strata) scale.  Different lamina can be fractured to very 

different degrees.   Shale permeability is very low, but complex connections 

between the most permeable lamina and fractures provide some permeability. 

This permeability increases strongly with fluid pressure and deformation, an 

extreme case being when the shale is hydraulically fractured.  Thus, it is possible 

to inject CO2 into a shale formation, and it is possible that, considering diffusion 

away from the fractures and permeable laminae, the storage efficiency (e.g., the 

fraction of the pore space of the shale filled with CO2) might be high. 

 Depleted shale gas reservoirs could be an economic way to sequester 

carbon because methane could be recovered as CO2 is stored. In low permeability 

shale formations, gas is stored in the pores and fractures of the reservoir rock, as 
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well as adsorbed within the organic material contained within the rock structure 

of the formation.  As CO2 is injected into a depleted gas shale reservoir, it is 

possible for the CO2 to adsorb onto the shale and displace adsorbed methane.  As 

methane desorbs from the reservoir rock, the CO2 is sequestered in the reservoir 

pore space as well as adsorbed onto the shale, and the displaced methane is 

produced at the well head.  This process, known as enhanced gas recovery (EGR), 

is widely practiced in coal seams in the San Juan Basin of New Mexico (Nuttall, 

2005).  It is believed that the mechanisms for EGR and CO2 storage in coal seams 

and gas shales are similar. 

 The purpose of this thesis is to determine if the inter-diffusion of CO2 and 

methane could measure the uniformity with which CO2 can be injected into a 

methane bearing shale. The experiment uses a Hele-Shaw cell modified to have a 

permeable core channel adjacent to a narrow compartmented slit into which CO2 

from the channel can diffuse.  In this experiment, adsorption is not addressed.  

Because the gases differ in density, we run experiments with the CO2 channel at 

the top and bottom of the vertical diffusion slit, as well as experiments with light 

gas and heavy gas filling the diffusional slit of the apparatus.  
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Some frequently used terms used with regard to the experiments described in 

this thesis include: 

• Orientation: This refers to whether the core channel of the Hele-Shaw 

apparatus which receives and transmits most of the injected fluid is at the top, 

bottom, or at side of the diffusion cell.  A stable orientation is one in which the 

core channel is on the bottom when a heavy gas (e.g., heavier than the gas in 

the diffusion slit) is injected, or one in which the core channel is on the top 

and a light gas is injected.  An unstable orientation is one in which the 

opposite is the case. 

• Configuration variation: This refers to whether a heavier channel gas is 

diffusing into a lighter slit (matrix) gas, or a lighter channel gas is diffusing 

into a heavier slit gas. 

• Flow rate: This refers to the injection flow rate into the core channel.  Flow 

rates vary between 1.8 cubic centimeters (cc) /Minute to 5.2 cc/Minute. 

• Storage Fraction: The fraction of the total apparatus pore volume filled with the 

injected gas.  Also referred as  sequestration. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRIOR WORKS 
 

Diffusion is one of the most fundamental phenomena of nature.  According to 

Fick's Law, physical diffusion will occur where there is a concentration gradient. 

The diffusion flux is inversely proportional to the gradient, and the diffusion is 

from higher to lower concentrations.  Thermal diffusion is also a fundamental 

phenomenon of thermodynamics.  At atomistic level, diffusion is the result of a 

random walk of the diffusing particles, while are self-propelled by thermal 

energy.   

 In 1831, Thomas Graham carried out the first systematic experimental 

study of diffusion.  In 1858, Rudolf Clausius introduced the concept of mean free 

path; while James Clerk Maxwell at the same time developed the first atomistic 

theory if transport processes in gases.  In 1867, he derived the coefficient of 

diffusion of CO2 in air.  Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) worked on the mathematics of 

diffusion in the early 20th century . 

 In 1920, George de Hevesy measured the self-diffusion of lead in liquids 

and solids with radioisotopes.  CO2 diffusing into CH4 can be thought as the self 

diffusion of CO2 plus the self diffusion of methane.  Furthermore, in 1971, 

Weissman and DuBro documented new values of D12 for the CO2-CH4 system 

obtained using a two-bulb system and they demonstrated that it is possible to 

obtain values of D12 from the viscosity ηmix, of mixtures of CO2 and CH4.   Fluid 
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diffusion is described by the Stokes-Einstein's Equation as a function of viscosity, 

Boltzmann's constant, and particle size.   

 The definitive review of the modern theory, measurement techniques, and 

published experimental data is Marrero and Mason (1972).  It is a major 

contribution to the current literature dealing with gaseous diffusion of binary gas 

mixtures (Sherwood, Pigford, and Wilke, 1975).  Chapman and Cowling (1970) 

added first and second order approximations of gaseous diffusion coefficients in 

the same period.  The estimation of our gaseous diffusion coefficients and its 

second order corrections are based on their semi-empirical formulas and 

tabulations of diffusion values. 

 A Hele-Shaw flow apparatus, named after Henry Selby Hele-Shaw, is an 

apparatus in which Stokes flow occurs between two parallel flat plates separated 

by a small gap where the Reynolds number is far less than one.  We designed our 

lab experimental apparatus based the Hele-Shaw device used to investigate two-

dimensional flow in porous media.  The thickness of the Hele-Shaw cells is 

usually a few millimeters (Paterson, 1981).  Our modified Hele-Shaw cell allows 

us to simulate CO2 sequestration in a depleted gas shale reservoir experimentally.    

 The Peclet Number, named after Jean Claude Eugene Peclet, is a 

dimensionless number consisting of the ratio between the advection rate of a 

physical quantity and the rate of diffusion of the same quantity driven by an 

appropriate gradient.  The Inverse Peclet Number, which we use in this study, is 
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the ratio of diffusion to the rate of flow advection.  A Cornell graduate student has 

carried out a systematic study of Inverse Peclet Number controlling the dual 

tracer separation of aqueous diffusion scheme (Subramanian, Li and Cathles, 

2012).   

 Both lateral and longitudinal dispersion are taken into account in our 

modeling interpretation of the experimental results.  As shown in Figure 1, the 

flow velocity in a circular pipe is higher in the center of the tube (Evans and 

Kenney, 1965) and slower nearer the tube wall.  This can cause the early (relative 

to the average velocity of the fluid through the tube) arrival of injected fluid and 

cause mixing.  This phenomenon is called dispersion.  Figure set 1b illustrates the 

early arrival and the effects of dispersive mixing. 

 

Figure 1: (a) Illustration of how the velocity profile in a tube can produce.  (b) 

Illustration of the impact of dispersion on the effluent from a tube with a volume of 1 

core pore volume.  

 

 

 

 

A B 
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Gaseous Diffusion Theory 

 

Gaseous diffusion is treated differently from fluid diffusion.  Because the 

molecules are spaced far apart in a gaseous mixture, the equation governing 

molecular diffusion in a gaseous phase involves mean free path and collisions of 

molecules.  Gaseous diffusion is also very sensitive to pressure and temperature 

gradients in the system.  The assumption for the gases and their diffusion 

properties are that gas molecules behave like an elastic solid sphere. The motion 

of colliding molecules can be described under the scheme of classical physics 

(there is no quantum effect). Molecules move in random directions with great 

void space around them. The molecules do not react, and do not show attraction 

or repulsion between themselves. Only binary collisions occur.  Molecular forces 

operate only through the fixed center of molecules. 

Though methane and CO2 do not behave like ideal gases at higher 

pressures and low temperature, at room temperature of 298 K and 1 atmosphere 

pressure the behavior of the gases involved in our experiments are very close to 

ideal gases.  If we calculate the difference between the Ideal Gas Law and Van Der 

Waals Equation of Gaseous State for real gases the difference is 0.2%, which is far 

less significant than other errors of our experiments. 

 

Gaseous Diffusion Coefficients 

 
The gaseous diffusion coefficients have been measured in many gas pairs.  We 

employed the gaseous diffusion coefficients of available gas pairs, because they 
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are recorded from experiments and thought to be more accurate than semi-

empirical correlations of experimental data or empirical estimates.  However, we 

do use some of the empirical equations to estimate the diffusion coefficients of 

our gas pairs if the data are not available at our range of conditions.  In addition, 

we take into account a second order correction that takes into account 

concentration differences in the gas mixtures. 

 With the assumptions mentioned, the first order estimation of the 

diffusion constants of binary gas mixtures by Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird 

(1964) is: 

 

    
             

 
  

 
 
  

    

    
   

          

 
Where T = Temperature in Kelvin. 
   and    = the molecular weights of constituents 1 and 2 
P = absolute pressure in atm 
   = collision integral,          ; values can be found in the cited work. 
k = Boltzmann’s constant  
    = dimension of cross sections. 
    = Lennard-Jones force constants for the binary pair. 
 
 The last two constants are obtained from the corresponding values for the 

pure substances using combination rules: 
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If values of 
 

 
 and   are not available, they may be estimated by the following rule 

of approximation: 

 

 
        

 

   
 

 
  

    

 
 Where    = critical temperature in Kelvin, 
    = critical volume in           . 
   = Lennard-Jones potential parameter, in Å 
 
 A second first order diffusion constant estimate for binary gas mixtures is 

from Chapman and Cowling (1970, page 258): 

 

    
 

      
 
 
   

  
 
 

  
 

 

  
 

 

   
 

 
Where the number density    is obtained from the ideal gas law,           
    

  = the scattering cross section 
   = Boltzmann’s constant, 
   and    = the molecular weights. 
The calculation of     and     are the same as the first method. 

 In both of these expressions, the first order estimate of binary gaseous 

mixture diffusion coefficient is not a function of the number density of individual 

gases, but only the total number density.  Thus the diffusion coefficient is 

symmetric,        .  To take into account for the difference in concentration of 

the gas species, we introduce the second-order correction to the diffusion 

coefficients which multiplies the first-order estimation by the following factor 

from Chapman and Cowling (1970, page 259-260), (Hudson 2008) 
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Here m1 is the molecular weight of the low concentration gas and m2 the 

molecular weight of the high concentration gas.  If methane and CO2 are inter-

diffusing, and methane has the lower concentration, this factor has a value of 

1.0035.  If CO2 has the lower concentration, the factor is 1.045.  The following 

table shows the correction for air (molecular weight 29), methane (molecular 

weight  16), and CO2 (molecular weight 44) 

low concentration m1 high concentration m2 correction 

44 16 1.045 

29 16 1.033 

44 29 1.028 

29 44 1.009 

16 29 1.007 

16 44 1.004 

Table 1: values of second order diffusion coefficient corrections for selected gas pairs by 

Chapman's empirical equation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTS 

Gaseous Diffusion Experiment Apparatus Setup 

 

Our modified Hele-Shaw flow cell consists of a core channel attached to a slit with 

19 diffusion compartments as shown in Figure 2.  The injected gas flows mainly 

in the core channel and diffuses into the diffusion slit.  The compartmentalization 

of the slit is intended to reduce flow through it.  The apparatus is constructed of 

acrylic glass. 

 The Hele-Shaw cell is 100 centimeters (cm) long.  The cross section of the 

central core is a 1 x 1 cm square. The slit was designed to be 0.2 cm wide and the 

slit compartments are 5 cm wide by 28.5 cm long.  From these dimensions the 

total core pore volume is 100 cc,  and the total diffusion slit pore volume is 541.5 

cc ( = 28.5 cm x 0.2 cm x 5 cm x 19 slits).  The total pore volume is 641.5 cc.  

 To check these calculated volumes the apparatus was filled with water 

and the water then was drained and its mass and volume were measured at three 

places: 1st is when the apparatus is fully filled with water, 2nd is when the water 

only covers the diffusion slits, and when water is totally drained out of the 

system.  The total pore volume measured was 451 cc.  Core channel pore volume 

is 100 cc, which suggests the diffusion slit pore volume is 351 cc.   We can then 

back calculate the diffusion slit width by measuring the length and height of the 

diffusion slits, and we get 0.13 cm for the width of the diffusion slit rather than 
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0.2 cm as the design suggested. We used 100 cc as the core pore volume, and 450 

cc as the total system pore volume in our interpretation.  Machining the 19 slits 

for the compartments requires a very high level of precession.  Uneven machined 

tracks can be identified with the naked eye.  Therefore we concluded that the 

exact width of the diffusion channel was not quite even from compartment to 

compartment, and an average width of 1.3mm is reasonable.  There was water 

adhering to some dead corners after draining, but we measured the volume of 

water injected as well as the volume recovered, and volume of water recovered is 

within 3 CC of that injected.  Since the apparatus base and cover plate are quite 

thick, it is not likely that the apparatus deformed during usage.  Thus we 

conclude the difference between observed dimension and designed dimension is 

due to machining imperfections, and use the measured slit volume in our 

interpretations. 

 

Figure 2: Hele-Shaw modified flow cell used for our gaseous diffusion experiments. 
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 Figure 3 below shows the setup of the work station. CO2 and methane are 

directly pumped from the high purity compressed gas cylinder through 

regulators.  A three-way flow switch controls the type of gas being injected.  A 

flow meter is attached after the switch to control the flow rate into the core 

channel of the Hele-Shaw cell.  The range of the flow meter is 0.5 cc/min to 6 

cc/min.  Flow rates for our experiments are between 1.8cc/min to 5.2 cc/min 

(with some uncertainty due to reading and instrument errors).   

 

Detection 

 

Upon exiting the flow meter, the gas passes through our Hele-Shaw Core channel.  

The effluent gas passes through a real time, non-dispersive infrared absorption 

(NDIR) CO2 sensor which is connected to a computer that captures the real time 

CO2 concentration.  The effluent gas is then discharged into the laboratory 

effluent air vent after sampling. 

 

Figure 3: Schematics of the gas diffusion experiment. 
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Figure 4: Gas diffusion experiment setup. 

 

 Flushing of the apparatus is an important step between every experiment.  

To flush the apparatus, the nylon caps of individual diffusion compartment are 

sequentially and separately removed, and compressed air (or CH4 or CO2) is 

injected at very high flow rate into of one side of the core channel.   After flushing 

a minute through each compartment in this fashion, it is considered that air flow 

has driven out most of the residual gas from the last experiment, and the nylon 

caps are removed from all the slit compartments to displace the rest of the 

residual gas out of the apparatus by continued air injection for two or more days, 

depending on how clean the system was flushed the first time.  Flushing can be 

done more efficiently if the flushing gas is introduced when the core channel is in 

the unstable position, since this gas then drains down (or up) into the diffusion 
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slit. The concentration of CO2 is examined before every experiment to ensure the 

purity of the filled gas.   

 Once the apparatus is flushed and filled with air, CO2 or CH4, the 

experiment is begun and a contrasting gas is injected into the core pore channel 

at a constant rate, and the effluent CO2 concentration is measured and recorded.  

Since we can only detect the CO2 concentration, one of the gases must always be 

CO2.   

Sequestration Calculations 

 

Storage fraction plots are used to calculate the amount of gas that is stored in the 

system permanently by diffusion into the slit.   The storage fraction is the fraction 

of the total apparatus volume that is filled with the injected gas.  Storage fraction 

is calculated as a function of time by the following equation: 

 

Here f is the storage fraction,   Q is the flow rate through the system, C(t)/Co is 

the effluent concentration divided by the injection concentration of the injected 

gas. 

 For example, consider the case where CO2 is injected into an air filled 

system at 2.3 cc/minute with the core channel at the bottom in the stable 
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position. Figure 5 shows the effluent concentration of CO2 as a function of time 

and the core pore volumes injected. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Effluent CO2 concentrations as a function of time and the number of 

core pore volumes injected.   

 

 Figure 6a plots the fraction of air in the effluent as a function of time, and 

Figure 6b illustrates how increments of this curve can be multiplied by the flow 
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rate and summed to obtain the total CO2 retained in the apparatus, or 

sequestered.   

 

 

 
Figure 6. (a) The fraction of injected CO2 not present in the effluent and therefore left 

behind in the apparatus.  (b) Discrete time intervals of this curve that can be multiplied 

by the flow rate to obtain the increments of CO2 sequestered over time.  These 

increments are summed between t=0 and t to obtain the storage fraction plot shown in 

Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Storage fraction as a function of time for the experiment shown in 

Figure 5.  

 

 Figure 7 shows how CO2 is sequestered in the laboratory apparatus shown 

in Figures 2-4 when injected at 2.3 cc/minute.  Consider a few key points in 

this graph.  We know that our core channel has pore volume of 100 cc, which 

is 100/450 = 0.22, or 22% of the total pore volume.  If we filled the core 

channel completely, we will have filled 22% of the system pore volume.  The 

red dot at point A indicates how the injection of one core pore volume of CO2 

will sequester CO2 in 22% of the total apparatus pore volume.  If we inject CO2 

into our system at a constant rate, we should see a straight line from the 

origin O to point A, and, if there is no diffusion from the core pore channel 

into the slit, this is all the CO2 that will ever be sequestered and sequestration 
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curve will be flat from point A to the left edge of the graph along the bottom 

horizontal dotted line.  

 If, on the other hand, the diffusion from the channel into the slit is very 

fast, so that the slit is filled as the CO2 front proceeds along the core channel, 

the whole apparatus will fill with CO2 in a plug flow fashion, and the 

sequestration fraction will continue to increase linearly from point A to point 

B as 4.5 core pore volumes (the total pore volume) are injected.  The 

sequestration fraction will rise along the slanted dashed line, and then flatten 

along the top horizontal dashed line when the apparatus is completely filled.  

 If the diffusion from the channel is not infinitely fast or slow, the 

sequestration curve will lie between the two extremes just discussed.  The 

sequestration curve for the experiment in Figure 6 is shown as the blue curve 

in Figure 7.  In this case, the sequestration increases to about 0.7 of what 

could be sequestered, and it then flattens in a fashion that indicates that there 

is very little further sequestration after about 7 core pore volumes have been 

injected. 
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Gaseous Diffusion Experiments 

 

We have conducted three groups of experiments with the following protocols: 

CO2 Injected in an Air Filled System 

 

After the system is flushed and filled with air as described above, we injected CO2 

and measure the effluent CO2 concentration.  Experiments are conducted in 

either a stable orientation (heavier gas flowing in the core channel placed below 

the diffusion compartments, or gravity drainage orientation) or in an unstable 

orientation (heavier gas flowing in the core channel placed on top of the diffusion 

compartments, or gravity segregation orientation) at two different flow rates: 2.3 

cc/min and 5.2 cc/min (with some range of reading error and instrument error).  

Each experiment is repeated at least twice to assure data consistency.  Data is 

collected for a few hours for the gas to fill the apparatus.  Data collection is 

stopped when the effluent concentration of the injected gas reaches 100%. 

CO2 Injected in a CH4 Filled System 

 

After the system is flushed with CH4 as described above, we inject CH4 and 

measure the effluent CO2 concentration to infer the concentration of CH4 in the 

system.  Experiments are again conducted in either a stable or unstable 

orientation at three different flow rates: 2 cc/min, 2.4 cc/min and 5 cc/min (with 

some range of reading error and instrument error).  Each experiment is repeated 

at least twice to assure data consistency.  Data is collected for the few hours that 
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the gas takes to fill the apparatus.  Data collection is stopped when the effluent 

concentration of the injected gas reaches 100%. 

CH4 Injected in CO2 Filled System 

 

After the system is flushed with CO2 as discussed above, CH4 is injected into the 

core channel and the effluent CO2 concentration is measured.  Experiments are 

conducted in either the stable or unstable orientation at three different flow 

rates: 1.8 cc/min, 2.1 cc/min and 4.1 cc/min (with some range of reading error 

and instrument error).  Each experiment is repeated at least twice to assure data 

consistency.  Data is collected for the few hours it takes for the gas to fill the 

apparatus.  Data is stopped when the effluent concentration of injected gas 

reaches 100%. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Interpreting Gaseous Diffusion Experimental Results and Discussion 
 

The results of the experiments we have performed are now presented graphically 

and discussed, mainly in the figure captions.  Figures 8 to 11 show effluent and 

storage fraction plots for the injection of CO2 into an air-filled system, methane 

into a CO2-filled system, and CO2 into a methane-filled system, for different 

orientations of the system.  Figures 12 to 14 compare different flow rates for 

these systems.  Figure 15 compares the effluent plots for stable orientations 

where the flow rate is close to 2 cc/min. 

The storage plots in Figures 8 to 11 show that more of the injected gas is stored if 

the configuration is unstable or the injection rate slower.  This is reasonable 

because in the unstable orientation the injected gas drains under gravity into the 

slit compartments.  The longer residence times when injection is slower allow 

more time for the injected gas to diffuse into the  slit.   

We estimate the storage fraction in Figures 8 to 11 either when the curve 

plateaus or at ~8 core pore volumes.  These storage numbers are posted next to 

the storage fraction curves and they are summarized in Table 2.  The figures and  

Table 2 show that the largest storage fractions are produced when CH4 is injected 

into a CO2-filled system.  The second largest storage is when CO2 is injected into 

an air-filled system.  The smallest storage fractions are attained when CO2 is 

injected into a CH4-filled system.    The end-members in this distribution stand 
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out.  Methane injected into a CO2-filled system sequesters substantially more of 

the injected gas and, unlike the other cases, the storage fractions keep rising with 

injection beyond 8 core pore volumes.  Conversely substantially less of the 

injected gas is stored when CO2 is injected into a methane filled system. 

. 

 ~5 cc/min ~2.3 cc/min ~2 cc/min 

 stable unstable stable unstable stable unstable 

CH4→CO2 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.75 

CO2→air 0.65 0.71 0.71 0.77   

CO2→CH4 0.52 0.62 0.58 0.65 0.60 0.70 

 0.55/0.52  0.60/0.58  0.68/0.60  

Table 2.  Summary of storage fractions at 8 core pore volumes from Figures 8-11.  
Storage fraction is higher for unstable orientations and for lower injection rates.  Storage 
is highest when CH4 is injected into a CO2-filled system and lowest then CO2 is injected 
into a CH4-filled system.  The / ##  in the last row is for the flat orientation. 

 

Figures 12 to 14 show clearly how the storage fraction increases as the injection 

rate decreases.  Looking at the stable configuration plots in these figures it can be 

seen that again CH4 injection into a CO2-filled system is special:  this case shows 

much less dependence on injection rate than the other cases. 

Figure 15 shows CO2 injected into CH4 has less storage than when the other gases 

are injected. 
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CO2 injected into an air filled vertical system 

Effluent Plots      Storage Fraction Plots 

 
 

Figure 8. A and B are the arrival curves for CO2 injected into air filled system in 
stable orientation and unstable orientation. In both cases curves for two flow rates,  
5.2 cc/minute and 2.3 cc/minute are shown.  The X axis is the duration of injection 
in days, and the Y axis is concentration of injected gas in the effluent.  The arrival of 
the injected gas is delayed when it is injected in the unstable orientation.  C and D 
are the storage fraction or sequestration plots for experiment A and B.  The X axis is 
number of core pore volumes, and the Y axis is injected gas sequestered in the 
system expressed as a fraction of that which could be stored.  The unstable 
orientation has the higher sequestration. 

 

  

A C 

D B 

0.71 

0.65 

0.77 

0.71 
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CO2 injected into a methane filled vertical system 

Effluent Plot

 

Storage Fraction Plots

 

  

  
 

Figure 9. A, B and C are the arrival curves for CO2 injected into a methane filled 
system in stable orientation and unstable orientation. The flow rate of A, B and C are 
5,  2.4, and 2 cc/minute. Tin these plots the X axis is the duration of the injection in 
days, and the Y axis is the concentration of the injected gas in the effluent.  The gas 
injected in the unstable orientation always experiences a  greater delay in arrival.  D, 
E and F are the storage fraction or sequestration plots for experiment A, B and C.  
The X axis is number of core pore volumes, and Y axis is the injected gas 
sequestered in the system expressed as a fraction of that which could be stored.  
The unstable orientation always corresponds to a higher sequestration. 
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CO2 injected into a methane filled vertical stable or flat system 

Effluent Plots

 

Storage Fraction Plots

 

  

  

 

Figure 10. A, B and C are the arrival curves for CO2 injected into a methane filled 
system in stable orientation and a horizontal orientation (the Hele-Shaw cell laying 
flat on the table). The flow rates in experiments A, B and C are 5, 2.4, and 
2cc/minute respectively. The X axis is the injection duration in days, and the Y axis 
is the concentration of the injected gas in the effluent.  The difference in effluent 
curves for these two orientations is very small, and the sequestration plots D, E and 
F show very similar CO2 storage fraction.   
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Methane injected into a CO2 filled vertical system 

Effluent Plots

 

Storage Fraction Plots

 

  

  
 

Figure 11. A, B and C are the arrival curves for methane injected into a CO2 filled 
system in stable and unstable orientations. The flow rate of A, B and C are 4.1, 2.1, 
and 1.8 cc/minute respectively. The X axis is the duration in days, and the Y axis is 
the concentration detected for the injected gas in the effluent.  A gas injected in the 
unstable orientation is again always delayed in its effluent arrival.  D, E and F show 
that injection in the unstable orientation always sequesters more of the injected gas.  
The delay and increases in storage fraction or sequestration are, however, less than 
when CO2 is injected into methane in an unstable orientation (Figure 9) 
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CO2 injected at different rates into an air filled vertical system 

Stable Orientation 

 

Unstable Orientation 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. A and B are the arrival curves for CO2 injected into an air filled system at flow 
rates of 5.2 and 2.3 cc/minute.  The orientation of experiment figures in the left column 
are stable and figures in the right column are unstable.  In figure A and B, the X axis is the 
duration in days, and the Y axis is the concentration detected for the injected gas in the 
effluent.  Gas injected at higher flow rates arrives earlier in time, which is expected.  C 
and D are the normalized arrival plots with injected volume.  The X axis is number of 
core pore volumes, and the Y axis is still the concentration detected.  We observe that 
slower flow rate experiments have a slight delay in arrival, which suggests that more 
injected gas has been stored in the system. E and F are the storage fraction for 
experiment A and B.  The X axis remains the number of core pore volumes injected, and Y 
axis is the storage of the injected gas expressed as a fraction of that which could be 
stored.  Slower flow rates have higher sequestration. 

  

A B 

C D 

E F 
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CO2 injected at different rates into a methane filled system 

Stable Orientation 

 

Unstable Orientation 

 
 

 

 

 

  
Figure 13. A and B plot effluent CO2 as a function of time when CO2 is injected into a 
methane filled system at 5 , 2.4, and 2cc/minute.  The orientation of the experiment 
in the left column is stable and in the right column is unstable.  In figure A and B, the 
X axis is the duration in days, and the Y axis is the concentration detected for the 
injected gas in the effluent.  The gas injected at higher flow rate arrives faster, but C 
and D show that the arrival is similar when plotted as a function of the number of 
injected core pore volumes, especially for the unstable orientation (D).  E and F 
show the storage fraction or sequestration is more for the slower flow rates in the 
stable configuration (E), but similar and fairly independent of flow rate for the 
unstable orientation (F).   

A B 

C D 

E F 
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Methane injected at different rates into CO2 filled system 

Stable Orientation 

 

Unstable Orientation 

 

    

   
 

Figure 14. The experiments depicted in the left column are in stable orientation and 
those depicted in the right column are in unstable orientation.  A and B plot effluent 
methane when methane is injected into a CO2 filled system at rates of 4.1, 2.1, and 
1.8 cc/minute, respectively.  In figure A and B, the X axis is the duration in days, and 
the Y axis is the concentration detected for the injected gas.  The gases injected at 
higher flow rates arrived sooner, but C and D shows they arrive at almost the same 
core pore volumes.  The slower flow rate experiments have a slight delay in arrival, 
but the arrival curves have very similar form.  The storage fraction plots show that 
the storage fraction is similar, with the slower flow rates showing only slightly 
greater sequestration.   

  

A 
B 

C D 

E F 
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Figure 15: Effluent concentration plotted against (A) time and (B) core pore 
volumes for stable orientation.  Three curves are shown in each figure: one for CO2 
injected into an CH4-filled system, one for CO2 injected into an air-filled system, and 
one for CH4 injected into a CO2 filled system.  All  injection rates of about  2 
cc/minute. The effluent curves are quite similar, but there is some indication that 
the diffusion constant for CO2 into a CH4-filled system (red curve) may be less than 
for the other configurations.    

  

A 

B 

CO2→air-filled system @ 2.3 cc/min 

CO2→CH4-filled system @ 2 cc/min 

CH4→CO2-filled system @ 2.1 cc/min 

CO2→air-filled system @ 2.3 cc/min 

CO2→CH4-filled system @ 2 cc/min 

CH4→CO2-filled system @ 2.1 cc/min 
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CHAPTER 5 

The Flow Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Diffusion model methodology.   

 

The advection of tracer along the core channel and the diffusion of tracer into the 

slit are calculated separately with operator splitting methods.  As Figure 16a 

shows, the core channel fluid is advanced in discrete time steps, after which the  

diffusion into the matrix is calculated using finite element methods. The 

longitudinal dispersion is calculated as the longitudinal coefficient    multiplied 

by the longitudinal velocity profile    .  The transverse dispersion in the slit is 

calculated as   
  

  
     , where 

  

  
 is the ratio of transverse to longitudinal 
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dispersion, usually around 0.1, and vc is the horizontal velocity in the slit 

calculated as described below. 

Toth's Flow Effect 
 

Even if we subdivide our diffusion compartment into small segments, we still 

observe significant flow in each compartment.  The flow expected in the slit 

compartments is shown in the Figure 16b above.  There is a linear pressure drop 

across the core channel, and within each slit compartment this drives a 

circulation similar to that illustrated.  We can calculate this flow using the 

methods of Toth (1959) and described in Subramanian et al. (2012).  The gas 

flowing into the slit in each compartment will carry injected gas in, but the gas 

exiting the compartment will, for a while, contain none of the injected gas.  Thus 

the circulation loops in each slit compartment dilute the gas moving through the 

core channel.  We take this effect into account in our models.    We calculated 

multiple streamlines in each compartment and track the flow along each one, 

diluting the channel until the flow along the streamline completes a loop from 

entry in to exit from the compartment.  We found, however, that the model fit to 

the data in all the experiments was unchanged whether the flow in the 

compartment was considered of not.  
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Gaseous Diffusion Model Fits 
 

The unstable orientation experiments are complicated by gravity induced 

circulation in the slit, and we therefore concentrate on modeling the experiments 

in the stable orientation.   

 CO2 injected into an air filled system is modeled in Figure 17.  The 

diffusion coefficient of CO2 in air is between 0.14 and 0.177 cm2/s (Pritchard 

1982), and the best model fit of this set of experiments is with a diffusion 

coefficient equal to 0.18 cm2/s.   Longitudinal and latitudinal dispersion are 

minimal in Hele Shaw style flow.  We used a very small value of aL = 0.1mm and 

the ratio of transverse (latitudinal) to longitudinal dispersion of 0.1 in this and all 

subsequent cases.  For these dispersion coefficients, dispersion does not affect 

the computed results. 

 Experiments where CO2 is injected into a CH4 filled system in stable 

orientations are modeled in Figure 18.  The diffusion coefficient for CO2 in CH4 at 

1 atm and 293K is 0.181 cm2/s (Weissman and DuBro, 1971). Weissman and 

DuBro recommend using the laboratory measured values of the gas pair of 

interest if they are available because they are usually more accurate than values 

derived from empirical or semi-empirical equations.   We adopted D12 with the 

value of 0.18 cm2/s from Weissman and DuBro's work.  , and correct this value 

with Chapman's empirical second-order approximation to take into account of 

differences in gaseous concentration.  The second order diffusion correction for 
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these gases suggests D12' should be increased by a factor of 1.045 which results in 

a diffusion constant of 0.19 cm2/s.  The best model fit is for a diffusion coefficient 

of 0.2 cm2/s. 

 The model did not work well for CO2 for this configuration and the model 

fits shown in Figure 18 were obtained by changing the width of the slit 

compartments in proportion to the flow rate through the core channel.   The full 

constructed width of the slit is 28.5 cm.  For a CO2 injection rate of 2 cc/minute, 

the width was taken to be 22 cm, for 2.4 cc/minute, the width is 19 cm, and for 5 

cc/minute, the width is 15 cm.  As discussed below, we think that these changes 

are reasonable and reflect the stable layering of CO2 in the slit.  The changes in 

diffusion constant to achieve an equivalent fit would be unreasonably large. The 

best-fitting diffusion constant for this set of experiments with the modified slit 

widths is  0.18 cm2/s. 

The CH4 injected into a CO2 filled system in stable orientation is modeled 

in Figure 19.    The best model fit is for a diffusion coefficient of 0.2 cm2/s.  
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Figure 17. A) shows the model fit for CO2 injected into an air filled system at 2.3 
cc/minute with the cell in the stable orientation. The red solid line is the model's 
prediction, and the red squares are the experimental data points.  The fit shown is for a 
diffusion constant of 0.18 cm2 s-1.   B) shows  the model fit for CO2 injected into an air 
filled system at 5.2 cc/minute.   The solid curve is the effluent curve predicted for a 
diffusion constant of 0.18 cm2 s-1. 

  

  

A 

B 
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Figure 18. A) shows the model fit for CO2 injected into a methane filled system at 2 
cc/minute with the cell in the stable orientation.  The red solid line is the model's 
prediction and the red squares are the experimental data points.  The fit shown is for a 
diffusion constant of 0.18 cm2 s-1 and a slit width of 22 cm.  B) shows the model fit CO2 
injected into a methane filled system at 2.4 cc/minute.  The solid curve is for a diffusion 
constant of 0.18 cm2 s-1 and a slit width of 19 cm.   C) shows the model fit for CO2 injected 
into a methane filled system at 5 cc/minute.  The solid curve is for a diffusion constant of 
0.18 cm2 s-1 and a slit width of 15 cm.  

A 

B 

C 
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Figure 19. A) shows the model fit for methane injected into a CO2 filled system at 1.8 

cc/minute with the cell in the stable orientation.  The red solid line is the model's 

prediction and the red squares are the experimental data points.  The fit shown is for a 

diffusion constant of 0.2 cm2 s-1.  B) shows the model fit for methane injected into a CO2 

filled system at 2.1 cc/minute.  The solid curve is the effluent curve predicted for a 

diffusion constant of 0.2 cm2 s-1.  C)  shows the model fit for methane injected into a CO2 

filled system at 4.1 cc/minute.  The solid curve is the effluent curve predicted for a 

diffusion constant of 0.2 cm2 s-1.  

A 

B 

C 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

The experiments run show a good deal of internal consistency and indicate 

several clear and logical dependencies.  As shown by Figures 8 to 11 and Table 2, 

sequestration is aided by gravity drainage in unstable orientations of the 

experimental apparatus.  All unstable orientations have greater drainage.  

Diffusion enhances sequestration, and all experiments with slower injection rates 

show equal or greater storage of the injected gas.  The greatest sequestration 

results when CH4 is injected into a CO2-filled system and the least sequestration 

results when CO2 is injected into a CH4-filled system.  Gas diffusion makes less of 

a difference when CH4 is injected into a CO2-filled system in stable orientation 

(Figure 14), and diffusion seems to be slower for CO2 injected into a CH4-filled 

system. 

The experiments can be modeled reasonably accurately using measured 

gas diffusion constants for the pairs of gases involved.  Modeling CH4 injection 

into CO2 indicates a diffusion constant higher than the other cases (D=0.2 cm2/s).  

Modeling CO2 injected into an air-filled system indicates D=0.18 cm2/s.  Modeling 

CO2 injected into a CH4-filled system can be successfully accomplished with 

D=0.18 cm2/s but requires adjustment of the width of the diffusion slit.  The full 

constructed width of the slit is 28.5 cm.  For a CO2 injection rate of 2 cc/minute, 

the width was taken to be 22 cm, for 2.4 cc/minute, the width is 19 cm, and for 5 

cc/minute, the width is 15 cm.   
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These observations and modeling results can potentially be explained by 

second-order diffusion effects and density stratification.  If the injected gas is the 

high concentration gas, CH4 injection into a CO2-filled system should show the 

greatest diffusional sequestration (as observed) because, by Table 1, the non-

linear diffusion enhancement is greatest in this case.  Similarly, CO2 injection into 

a CH4-filled system should show the least diffusional sequestration (as observed) 

because, by Table 1, the non-linear diffusion enhancement is least in this case.  

The diffusional sequestration of CO2 injected into an air –filled system should be 

almost as great as for CH4 injected into CO2 because the diffusional enhancement 

in this case is almost as great (Table 1).  This is also observed (Table 2). 

The low sequestration in the case of CO2 injected into a CH4-filled system 

may be also partly due to density stratification.  Modeling of this case required 

adjustment of the width of the diffusion slit which could be a reflection of this 

stratification.  Exactly how the stratification occurs and impacts the result is not 

clear.  Under slower flow rates, diffusion has more opportunity to reduce the 

stratification and this may be why the greatest reduction in slit length was 

required for the faster flow rates.  The correction is only needed for the densest 

and least dense combination, which also suggests gravity segregation as at least a 

partial explanation.  Fitting the model to the data without adjustment of the slit 

width requires unreasonably large changes in the diffusion constant. 

 We always measure CO2 concentration, and the error in measurement 

increases with the CO2 concentration.  This can be seen by the changes in the 
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width of the measurement band in the figures.  For example,  in the experiments 

where CO2 is injected into air- or CH4-filled system the data band increases as the 

effluent CO2 concentration rises (e.g., Figure 8, 9).   In the experiments where 

methane is injected into a CO2-filled system, the effluent CO2 concentration is 

initially 100% and declines with time and the data band is wide initially and then 

narrows (see Figures 11, 14, and 15).   We average neighboring data points to 

determine the CO2 concentration.   

In some experiments the injected gas concentration plateaus at 97%-98% 

of the injected concentration, rather than 100%.  This results in a false, nearly 

linear, rise in the storage fraction plots (see Figures 9a, 11 and 14).  We selected 

the storage fractions summarized in Table 2 to avoid this effect as much as 

possible. 

 The diffusion constant used in our model for CH4 injected into a methane-

filled system was corrected by ~5% with Chapman's empirical second-order 

approximation, from 0.18 cm2/s to 0.19 cm2/s.   The best model fit is for a 

diffusion coefficient of 0.2 cm2/s.   This correction assumes that the injected gas is 

the most abundant.  At later times in an experiment this is expected multiple pore 

volumes of the injection gas flow through the core while the gas in the diffusion 

slit is progressively diluted.    This is supported by the observation that our model 

fits the experimental data well at the beginning when the gases are in about equal 

concentrations without the second order diffusion coefficient correction, but the 

correction becomes progressively important with time as the slit gas is diluted 
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but the core gas is not.  There is a clear suggestion that the second order diffusion 

constant corrections are important and gravity stratification may also be 

important in laboratory experiments.  There is some suggestion that Chapman’s 

corrections may be a bit too small, but given the uncertainties in the data and the 

complication of density stratification and compartment flow,  of a more detailed 

interpretation than is given here is not warranted.   

Gravity drainage into the diffusion slit (matrix) is important in the 

laboratory experiments, but is unlikely to be important in field applications.  In 

the field only the inter-diffusion of gases will be important.  Our experiments give 

some indication of why this will be the case.  In the flat laying orientation when 

the core channel carries the heavier gas, that gas is ~8.7mm higher in elevation 

than the diffusion slit.  When the apparatus is oriented at an un-stable orientation 

the column of heavier gas extends ~28.5 mm above the core channel.  This 

change in orientation almost eliminates the gravity effects yet could be 

considered to be equivalent to a permeability reduction of ~3.  At a few 

nanodarcies permeability the shale matrix will be at least 6 orders of magnitude 

less than the permeability of the fractures in the shale.  Had the laboratory 

experiment had this large a permeability contrast between the slit and the 

channel, gravity flow into the slit and gravitational layering in the slit would have 

been completely unimportant.  We are obliged to consider flow and gravity 

effects in the diffusion slit to interpret our laboratory experiments.  They are of 
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no importance for the field applications of our results.  In the field only gas inter-

diffusion will be important.  

Conclusions related to the laboratory experiments are:  (1) A Hele Shaw-

style apparatus can simulate the diffusional sequestration of CO2 that should 

occur as this gas is injected into a methane-filled shale.  (2)  Modeling of the Hele 

Shaw system experiments was successful using the gas inter-diffusion constant 

measured by others for the pairs of gases involved in our experiments of 

~0.18cm2/s. (3) A second order correction of the diffusion constant was required 

for experiments involving the lightest and most dense gas pair (CH2 and CO2) 

when the lightest gas was the injected gas.  The correction required was close to 

but a bit larger than that indicated by theory.  (4) Gravity drainage and perhaps 

density stratification of the gases are important in the laboratory experiments.  

(4) But compartment flow is very small in our experiments and is not significant 

in their interpretation.  

 Inter-diffusion of gases is the key to CO2 storage in shale.  The implication 

of our experiments for sequestration of CO2 in shale are:  (1) The experiments 

run show, by analogy, how the inter-diffusion of injected CO2 and ambient CH4 in 

a gas shale can be modeled from the fracture spacing and porosity of the shale 

matrix.  (2) The storage fraction plots shown to be so useful in interpreting the 

laboratory experiment should be an effective way to judge the viability of CO2 

storage from initial well tests.  (3)  The experiments suggest that storage of CO2 

in gas shales could be feasible if the fracture spacing in the shale is small.  For 
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more precise assessment, the methods developed in this thesis will need to be 

adapted to the field situation (fracture spacing, matrix porosity, diffusion 

constant of supercritical CO2 with a density of ~600 kg/m2 into methane with a 

density of ~200 kg/m2, etc.). 
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APPENDIX A: 
 

 

 

     Flow Meter Operating Instructions:  

      1): Flow meter must always be oriented vertically to 

 function correctly. 

      2): Close the valve by turning it clockwise - Do not over 

 tighten 

 

      3): Pressurize the system (Do not exceed inlet pressure of 

 200psi.  15-20psi is  adequate for this meter) 

 

      4): Open the valve until the float rises to the desired flow 

 rate (note: flow meter may need to be adjusted 

 periodically for the first 5-10 minutes until flow rate 

 stabilizes.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A1 – Correlated Flow Meter 
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Calibration Data – For STP: 1 atm @ 70oF 

This information can be obtained by request through a Cole-Parmer 

representative. 

Email requests can be sent to techinfo@coleparmer.com 

 

 

 

Scale Reading CO2 Flow Rate 

(ml/min) 

CH4 Flow Rate 

(ml/min) 

65 6.57 8.67 

60 5.92 7.58 

55 5.28 6.59 

50 4.65 5.82 

45 4.05 5.16 

40 3.47 4.61 

35 2.95 3.95 

30 2.44 3.40 

25 1.95 2.64 

20 1.52 2.20 

15 1.14 1.54 

10 .840 1.10 

5 .580 .439 

Table A.1: Flow rate of injecting gas. 
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The carbon dioxide sensor used for these experiments was obtained from 

CO2Meter.com.  It is manufactured by Gas Sensing Solutions.  The C20 is a real 

time sensor that can detect CO2 concentrations from 0%-100%.  It uses 

Aluminum Indium Antimonde NDIR (non dispersive infrared) LED technology.  

The sensor can be fitted with a tube cap that allows fluid to be injected across the 

sensor.    The sensor is powered through a standard outlet and connects to a 

computer via USB.  The software used to collect the data is called DAS100 and can 

be downloaded for free from the manufacturer's website.   

 

A set of instructions along with a video for the DAS software can be found on the 

manufacturer's website. 

 

 

Fig. A2 – C20 CO2 Sensor 

 

http://www.co2meter.com/
http://www.gassensing.co.uk/products/c20.asp
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